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EMOTION ASSSESSMENT METHODS
Emo6on associa6ons with colour can be assessed in many diﬀerent ways which
may or may not lead to diﬀerent conclusions.
For example, par6cipants can be asked to ﬁnd the “best” colour in an
unrestricted sample of colours (right) to match an emo6on presented as a concept (A),
bodily expression (B), or experimentally induced aﬀec)ve state (C).
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Joy is associated with yellow and other warm
hues while fear and sadness are associated
with
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achroma6c and bluish hues when matched to
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emo6on concepts and induced mood.
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Relaxa6on,
however, is associated
to greenSorrow
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Fear
blue hues more oten when it is conceptual
rather than experienced.
Colours matched to bodily expressions are
more diﬀerent from other emo6on assessment
methods (lightness and satura6on are more
important than hue).
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